Block Party for February
For this month we are going to do a very traditional block
called Card Trick. And it is a tricky block to make. You
have to pay close attention to each step. Because you will
be working with bias cut pieces you may want to starch
your fabric before cutting and sewing. You can have fun
with your four colors. You could do a theme like all
batiks, all polka dots, all juveniles, all food prints, etc.

1. Sew one large white triangle to one of each color triangle.
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2. Sew one small white triangle to one of each color triangle.
Materials needed
Background: White or white on white.
Two 4 7/8” squares. Stack them and cut once across the
diagonal.
One 5 1/4” square. Cut diagonally in each direction to
yield 4 triangles.
From each of four different color prints:
One 4 7/8” square. Stack the four and cut once across the
diagonal to yield two triangles each.
One 5 1/4” square. Stack the four and cut diagonally in
each direction to yield 4 triangles. You will only use two
of these triangles from each color. See below before you
discard the extras for a helpful tip.

3. Sew each of the step two triangles to a large color triangle.
Carefully watch your number combinations.

To participate, make the block described, bring it to the
next meeting, post your block(s) on the design board, and
place your name (one for each block you bring) into the
pot. A winning name from those who contributed will be
drawn; the winner takes home all the blocks.
Nancy Babcock, Donna Prime & Peg Prior
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4. Sew four small color triangles with exact
number placement as shown
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Directions
It would be very helpful if you take a scrap of each fabric
and designate them as number 1, 2, 3 & 4 so that as you
follow the piecing instructions you can keep track. You
could use four of the small color triangles left over from
your cutting. In our illustrations the background will
have no number. Now follow all the illustrations. When
finished your block will be 12 1/2”.
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5. Now carefully arrange
and sew together as
illustrated. This will take
some twisting and
turning to get it right!

